Expertise On Demand

Highlights

• Flexible packaging and consumption options—get the services you need, when you need them.
• Use "Ask An Analyst" to answer your most challenging or difficult cyber security questions.
• Exchange prepaid Units for industry-leading Mandiant intelligence, training and consulting services.
• Request investigations into cyber threats as needed.
• Help prioritize threats to watch with Daily News Analysis and Quarterly Threat Briefings.
• Gain the assurance of a Mandiant Incident Response Retainer.

The experts you need, when you need them

Confront cyber security's biggest challenge

There was estimated to be 2.7 million unfilled cyber security positions at the end of 2021 and research suggests that the number of openings will remain the same in 2025. Insufficient and underskilled staff increase team workload, leading to burnout, attrition and increased business risk. With security teams devoting so much time to acquiring cyber security expertise, critical activities such as strategic planning, threat hunting and skills training are often de-prioritized.

Rethink your approach to acquiring cyber security expertise. Instead of using budget to hire a single expert for one role, you could have ad hoc access to a diverse set of cyber security capabilities, skillsets and functions.

Mandiant Expertise On Demand is an annual subscription that extends your security operations capabilities and capacity with flexible access to a wide range of industry-recognized Mandiant security skills, experience and knowledge. This unique service can help reduce the business and management risks associated with hiring, training and retaining cyber security talent by providing the expertise you need, when you need it.

What you get with Expertise On demand

Ask an analyst

As a subscriber, you can ask Mandiant experts your most challenging cyber security questions. Our team will respond with commentary and simple analysis based on the collective intelligence and expertise of Mandiant.

Fixed-scope services

You can use prepaid Expertise On Demand Units to reserve and request an array of cyber security investigation, readiness, training, threat assessment, intelligence, expertise and services.

---
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**Additional inclusions**
- Mandiant Daily News Analysis
- Quarterly Threat Briefings
- Mandiant Incident Response Retainer

**How it works**
Mandiant Expertise On Demand can be purchased alone or paired with another Mandiant solution to accelerate your success with that solution. Expertise On Demand can also be paired effectively with non-Mandiant technologies and services.

Based on your organization's specific needs and priorities, you can plan out your services to support a specific initiative, reserve services and investigations to secure against a future need, or both.

When planned (or needed), contact Mandiant experts using the Expertise On Demand Customer Portal.

You can adjust your services as your security operation changes; subscribers can purchase additional services at any time.

**Tackle your impending staffing challenges**
Mandiant experts are uniquely qualified to serve as your trusted partner to help you understand, prioritize and manage cyber security risk.

Our Expertise On Demand offering:
- Combines an extensive portfolio of services and threat intelligence with unrivaled breadth and depth of cyber security experience and skills.
- Pairs effectively with any and all technologies and services to complement and accelerate your existing cyber security operations and workflows.
- Provides a flexible consumption model that scales up and down as business conditions change.

**Top Use Cases**
- **Investigation.** Gain deeper insight into threats and alerts, and better understand your options and risks.
- **Intelligence.** Keep pace with threat landscape and prioritize response, and expand awareness with intelligence reports, capability development and Digital Threat Assessments.
- **Incident response.** Gain the flexible assurance of having Mandiant on standby should a breach occur. Prepare and evolve your response strategy and readiness with tabletop exercises, red teaming, and penetration testing.
- **Training.** Enhance your team's skills with practitioner-led cyber security training.